
After a two-year break due to severe covid
restricciones, a short-term team of Argentines
from the most famous sea resort in Argentina,
Mar del Plata, came up to Santiago. They arrived
to spend 10 days ministering in the area of
the Jesucristo Tucuypaj (Jesus for all) church in
Huiñaj Atum. They arrived to the most unusual
winter climate, warm weather and
sunshine and not the traditional “coldest week of
the winter.” 

As the men worked on the cement columns of our
building, there were workshops and bible studies
with the women and a variety of activities for the
the children, the teens and the youth. In the
afternoon there were sports activities as well as
an inflatable castle for the children. A retired
businessman with his little van made the trip
back and forth to three different areas bringing
and taking people every day with and incredible
smile on his face and a grateful heart in service.

Time was taken to visit the different homes in
the area and share the gospel and pray for the
people. We also organized three “gospel locros”.
A locro is a traditional winter stew made with
squash, beans and many different and unusual
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pork and cow parts that takes 4-6 hours to cook
over an open fire. After a delicious meal the
gospel was shared, and people were prayed for.
Who would have thought that a simple traditional
meal would be a wonderful platform for people
meeting the Lord? We are thankful for María, the
sister who came up with the idea, and against
many odds was the catalyst for sharing the gospel
with her neighbors and friends. Decisions for
Christ were made and as we are following up the
group is growing in numbers and in spirit.

They also brought the gospel scissors. One of the
young ladies that made the trip was a hairdresser
who brought her equipment with her and in the
afternoons shared with many boys, girls and
adults a haircut. The incredible transformation
that impacted de lives of many was a sight to
see, incredible smiles manifested the
transformation of heavy hearts and problem
plagued lives. You could actually see them stand
tall, an ample smile and a new sense of being. 

The teams generosity also include medical and
school supplies that were distributed to three
medical outpost and one school in the área where
the gospel was shared and people were prayed
for. 

The wonderful fallout of this visit is increased
attendance, new believers and new people
interested in hearing of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. This last Saturday we celebrated
“Children’s Day” and a 160 people attended the
event. We sang songs, shared the gospel and as
we began to carry out activities for the children a
strong wind gave rise to an incredible dust storm.
We cancelled the games and gathered everyone
under de roof and protection of the building. As
the dust covered everything, an abundant meal
was provided after which we handed out gifts. A
sense of joy and happiness permeated the air and
mixed in the all the dust the windstorm layed on
us.  Around noon we actually had to send
everyone home around noon as the dust storm
increased and the dust continued to whilr around
us and wrap us in its arms. In the blogpost at the
bottom of the page there is a video of the
incredible dust storm, notice the boy riding a
bikeand the young people playin soccer in the
midst of it all, as if nothing was going on! A team
from Cabildo was able to provide all the food and
gifts through many donations and gifts from and
incredible array of sources. As we drove home an
incredible sense of gratitude and joy floated us
all the way home.

This was probably the most impacting visit the
work there has ever received as many of
the different activities touched the lives of many
and an incredible spiritual impact was made.

PRAYER CONCERNS 
- For a couple that is willing to move to the área
and do outreach and Shepard de flock.
- That we would take advantage of the espiritual
momentum the team created.
- That we can find the resources to complete
building.
- For my mother, Jan Hill, who at 98 has lost her
ability to move on her own and is suffering her
lack of idenpendence.
- For our financies, we are currently about 15%
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undersupported.

Thank you, thank you and thank you for your
ever-present prayers and faithful support. 


